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ABSTRACT 
 
The paper demonstrates how non-classical approaches can be used for damage/fault detection. These approaches 
are illustrated using examples related to wind turbine applications. Fault detection in wind turbine gearboxes is 
demonstrated using fractal signal processing and a new method for signal demodulation. Image-based 
approaches are used for damage detection in composite structures. Non-classical, nonlinear vibro-acoustic 
effects are used for damage detection in composite plates. Cointegration analysis - originally developed for 
econometric applications - is employed to remove temperature-related trends from ultrasonic guided waves used 
for damage detection. 
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INTRODUCTION  
 
Over the years many engineering structures are becoming larger and operate under undesirable and harsh 
conditions. In aerospace transportation and space exploration large capacity structures have been developed and 
will be used widely in the future. In energy industry wind turbines are also becoming larger and often operate 
offshore where limited access - due to the environment - is a major problem.  These large structures often make 
greater use of stiffer and stronger composite materials. At the same time structures under operation are ageing 
continually and require repairs also with composite patches.   These new and retrofit applications of composites 
require careful analysis of damage modes and damage tolerance, particularly in aerospace applications.  Many 
structures (e.g. unmanned air vehicles)  are  designed with a new philosophy that use integration of sensors, 
actuators, signal processors and controllers. All these developments are a major challenge to inspection and 
maintenance. Although many currently used fault detection methods in rotating machinery (condition 
monitoring) and damage detection methods in structures (structural health monitoring) are well established, 
challenges still remain. Monitoring for possible faults and damages in wind turbines is an extremely difficult 
problem due to size and  location of these structures and non-stationary operational conditions. Virtually all 
wind turbine elements - including drive-train, blades, tower and foundation - need some kind of monitoring for 
possible machine faults and structural damaged.  Condition monitoring of wind turbines is a difficult problem 
due to variable load conditions and intermittent fault nature. The main difficulty with the application of 
ultrasonic guided waves for damage detection in composite materials is that signal changes - produced by 
defects - tend to be small compared with those obtained from other effects (e.g. structural features, 
environmental conditions, variable load) and so are difficult to detect reliably. Finding an unconventional or 
non-classical solution could help to overcome these problems. Two different approaches can be used to achieve 
this. Taking advantage of undesired phenomena is one of the possible approaches. For example classical and 
non-classical non-linearities - that are usually undesired phenomena - can be used for structural damage 
detection.  Looking outside boundaries for methods originally developed for non-engineering applications is the 
second possible approach used to overcome difficult research problems. 
The paper shows how non-classical approaches can be used for damage/fault detection. These approaches are 
illustrated using examples related to wind turbine applications. Fault detection in wind turbine gearboxes is 
demonstrated using fractal signal processing. The application of Modulation Intensity Distribution (MID) 
method  (based on the concept of cyclostationarity originally developed for telecommunication applications) for 
fault detection in wind turbine is presented.  Non-classical, nonlinear vibro-acoustic effects are used for damage 
detection in composite materials. Cointegration analysis - originally developed for econometric applications - is 
employed to remove temperature-related trends from ultrasonic guided waves used for damage detection. 
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Examples presented aim to show the  universality of these non-classical approaches for condition monitoring 
and structural health monitoring applications.  
 
FAULT DETECTION IN WIND TURBINE DRIVE- TRAINS 
 

Condition Monitoring of Wind Turbine Drive-Trains 
 
A rapid growth of wind power generation require reliable condition monitoring systems for wind turbine drive-
trains. Drive-trains  are important elements of wind turbines. Figure 1 shows an example of a typical 1.5 MW 
wind turbine drive-train. A schematic diagram of wind turbine kinematics - with marked locations of rolling 
bearings - is presented in Figure 2. The most typical wind turbine drive-train consists of a main shaft, planetary 
gearbox, a two stage parallel gearbox and a generator. The main rotor with three blades is supported by the main 
bearing and transmits the torque to the planetary gear. The planetary gear input is the plate, to which the main 
rotor is connected. The planetary gear has three planets, with their shafts attached to the plate. The planets roll 
over the stationary ring and transmit the torque to the sun. The sun shaft is the output of the planetary gear. 
Further, the sun drives the two-stage parallel gear. The parallel gear has three shafts: the slow shaft connected to 
the sun shaft, the intermediate shaft and the fast shaft, which drives the generator. Maintenance costs of drive-
train can be quite substantial. For example, any replacement of bearing and gearbox can cost up to 32 000 and 
240 000 €, respectively (Gajetzki, 2006) The replacement work and associated costs are directly related to the 
accessibility problem that in turn depends very much on wind turbine location and weather conditions. This 
problem is particularly important for offshore wind turbines. Bearing spalls, subject to operational speed and 
load, usually propagate slowly, thus giving enough time for monitoring and scheduled maintenance before any 
possible catastrophic failure.  
A major research effort  related to bearing diagnostics concentrates on early fault detection to  provide enough 
lead time for schedule maintenance. However, this is not an easy task since it is well known that wind turbine 
operate under non-stationary conditions. Classical, well-established methods often fail to detect faults in these 
structures. The problem of fault detection of machinery operating in non-stationary conditions has been widely 
investigated for the last ten years (Fakhfakh et al, 2012).  Various methods - that go beyond classical condition 
monitoring approaches - have been proposed for fault detection in gearboxes and  rolling element bearings. 
Often these methods have been brought to condition monitoring from other research fields. This section 
illustrates two examples of non-classical approaches that can be used for fault detection in wind turbine drive-
trains.  

 
Figure 1. General view of a typical 1.5 MW wind turbine gearbox (front) and the main bearing (behind) 

 

 
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of a typical  1.5 MW wind turbine gearbox 



Fractal-Based Signal Processing for Fault Detection in Gearboxes  
 

Wavelet variance characteristics 
 
It is well known that stationary periodic signals are invariant to translation in time. As a result, statistics of such 
processes also remain unchanged over time. Many statistical processes exhibit scale-related , self-similar 
behaviour common to fractals. An important group of statistical scale-invariant, self-similar random processes 
refers to 1/f processes, where f indicates frequency. These signals exhibit spectra of the form 

         (1) 

where σ indicates the standard deviation of signal x,  γ is the spectral parameter and ω = 2πf.  It is widely 
acknowledged that the wavelet transform is well equipped to analyse self-similar process due to its time-scale 
nature. various wavelet-based algorithms have been developed to analyse self-similar processes. This includes 
procedures that use continuous wavelet maxima (Flandrin, 1992; Bacry et al, 1993) and variance analysis of 
orthogonal wavelet levels (Wornell, 1996; Staszewski, et al 1998; Staszewski and Worden, 1999; Staszewski, 
2000). The latter approach is particularly attractive, providing direct relationship between the self-similarity 
parameter and fractal dimension. The variance obtained for the orthogonal wavelet coefficients calculated for a 
1/f process takes the form (Wornell, 1996) 

      (2) 
where m and n indicate the number of wavelet levels and orthogonal wavelet coefficients respectively.  The 
immediate consequence of Equation (2) is that the logarithmic variance  plotted against wavelet levels m, is a 
straight line with the gradient equal to - γ. The gradient value can be used to obtain information on fractal 
dimensions of the analysed self-similar process. Previous research studies (Staszewski, 2000) demonstrate that 
wavelet-variance analysis can reveal important information related to signal impulsiveness and energy re-
distribution. Both features are common to signals from gearboxes and rolling element bearing. 
 
Fault detection results 
 
The fractal-based signal processing is illustrated following the case study presented in (Ziaja et al, 2013). A 
helical parallel gear developed a local fault during operation. The corresponding vibration signal - shown in 
Figure 3 - exhibits randomly distributed peaks due to the analysed intermittent fault. The wavelet variance 
characteristics was obtained from Equation (2) for the intact and faulty gearbox data. The results in Figure 4 - 
presented for the 200-12500 Hz frequency range - show that when the gearbox is faulty signal energy is 
redistributed and the data exhibits a typical self-similar straight line pattern.  This feature can be used for fault 
detection since it does not depend on varying load.  

 
Figure 3. Gearbox vibration data exhibiting randomly distributed impulses due to fault in operation  

 

   
Figure 4. Wavelet variance characteristics for the intact (left) and faulty (right) gearbox  

 



Modulation Intensity Distribution Analysis for Fault Detection in Rolling Element Bearings 
 
Most vibration-based methods used in condition monitoring assume stationarity of signals over analysed periods 
of time. Since statistical parameters of such signals do not change in time this assumption is rather a matter of 
convenience; clearly stationary signals can be analysed using classical Fourier-based signal processing 
approaches. However, often signals that look stationary exhibit local non-stationarity. For example local tooth 
faults in gearboxes display impulses of non-stationary character when analysed within one gear rotation.    Also, 
signals from rotating machinery operating under varying load conditions - that often do not show any immediate 
stationarity - exhibit  hidden periodicity. This refers to cyclostationarity. Statistical parameters of such signals 
change cyclically. Hidden periodicity is quite common in vibration signals from machinery operating under non-
stationary conditions. Varying load condition in wind turbines is an example.   
 
Cyclostationarity and modulation intensity distribution 
 
The theory of cyclostationarity - developed over the last fifty years - originates from the field of 
telecommunication, where the majority of publications can be found (Serpedin et al, 2005; Gardner et al, 2006). 
An interesting tutorial that is focused on mechanical engineering applications can be found in (Antoni, 2009). 
Recent years have demonstrated applications of cyclostationary signal processing methods in condition 
monitoring.  Previous research studies in (Raad et al, 2008; Randall and Antoni, 2011) show that he 
cyclostationary analysis can reveal modulations that are common in vibration signals from rotating machinery. 
Analysis of cyclostationary signals - based on cyclic modulation spectra and spectral correlation densities 
(Randall et al, 2001) - often lead to three dimensional characteristics that are difficult to analyse and interpret. 
More recently, a new approach - based the modulation intensity distribution - has been proposed (Urbanek et al, 
2012a) .  The method extracts frequency components associated with the analysed modulation process, i.e. 
carrier and modulation sidebands. This is achieved through a sideband filter illustrated in Figure 5. Modulation 
intensity is then assessed for the filtered signal using amplitudes of the relevant components, spectral correlation, 
coherence and kurtosis of the demodulated envelope spectrum, as reported in (Jablonski and Barszcz, 2011). 
The modulation intensity distribution (MID) parameter can be defined as 

                                         (3) 

where  
   (4) 

 
is the spectral correlation obtained for cyclic frequencies α and carrier frequency f.  Integration of the MID 
characteristic over a selected frequency band allows one to obtain the integrated MID.  These two characteristics 
can be used to reveal hidden periodicities due to faults in rotating machinery, as illustrated in (Jablonski and 
Barszcz, 2011; Urbanek et al, 2012a).  

 
Figure 5. Sideband filter concept behind the MID method  

 
Fault Detection Results 
 
The modulation intensity distribution approach is illustrated, following the case study presented in (Urbanek et 
al, 2012b). The drive-train of the monitored wind turbine developed an outer race fault in one of the bearings. 
Figure 6 gives an example of vibration signal measured on the gearbox casing. Here, the background noise and 
impulses due to the  kinematics of the gearbox and an additional local chipped tooth fault completely mask 
features related to the analysed bearing fault. This bearing fault was not even detected by the classical envelope 
spectrum. Figure 7 shows how the MID and integrated MID can be used to detect successfully two important 



faults in the gearbox drive train. A series of spectral lines - spaced apart by 18 Hz - represent the gearbox fault. 
This feature masks the additional 105 Hz spectral component related to the bearing outer race fault. 
 

 
Figure 6. Example of vibration signal from a wind turbine drive-train 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7. Fault detection results based on:  (a) MID - global (left) and zoomed (right) view; (b) integrated MID   
 
 
IMAGE-BASED DAMAGE DETECTION FOR WIND TURBINE APPLICATIONS 
 

Damage Detection in Composites 
 
Wind power generation industry is one of the fastest growing markets for the application of composite materials. 
It is well known that wind turbine blades develop structural damage common to composite materials due to 
impacts (e.g. birds strikes), lightening, erosion or moisture. As a result maintenance of wind turbine blades 
requires constant monitoring for possible surface damage, leading/trailing edge damage and hidden composite 
laminate damage. A number of different methods have been developed for damage detection in composite 
structures for the last forty years (Staszewski et al, 2003, Boller et al, 2009; Stepinski et al, 2013).  However not 
all these methods are suitable for in-situ applications. There are three important factors that influence structural 
damage detection in wind turbines. Firstly, interpretation of complex damage detection data should be 
eliminated. This is due to the fact that maintenance procedures are often undertaken by modestly qualified 
technicians. Secondly, baseline measurements, i.e. data representing “no damage” condition, should be avoided.  
Damage detection based on baseline data needs excessive databases and often requires measurements which are 
not possible in practice.  Thirdly, logistics and practicality often require damage detection methods that do not 
need large transducer networks. Image-based methods are ideal to meet these requirements. This section 
demonstrates two image-based methods that have a potential for damage detection in wind turbine blades. 
 



Laser Vibrometry for Damage Detection 
 
Lamb wave inspection is one of the most attractive approaches that is considered for damage detection 
application in wind turbine blades. A number of different approaches have been developed over the last twenty 
years; this includes various excitation and sensing techniques, as described in (Staszewski et al, 2003, 
Staszewski, 2004; Croxford et al, 2007; Raghavan and Cesnik, 2007; Boller et al, 2009; Stepinski et al, 2013). 
More recently Lamb wave inspection based on 1-D and 3-D scanning laser vibrometry has been used for fatigue 
crack detection in metallic structures (Staszewski et al, 2004; Mallet et al, 2004; Leong et al, 2005; Staszewski 
et al, 2007) and impact damage detection in composites (Staszewski et al, 2009; Sohn et al, 2011).  This section 
presents one example of impact damage detection in composite plates. Recent research work that relates to 
detection of debonding, heterogeneities and porosities can be found in (Barnoncel et al, 2013; Peres et al, 2013).  
 
A composite specimen was monitored for barely visible impact damage. The plate was instrumented with a low-
profile, surface-bonded piezoceramic transducer used for lamb wave excitation. scanned using 1-D laser 
vibrometer. A low-profile surface-bonded piezoceramic transducer was applied for Lamb wave generation in the 
composite plate. The transducer was excited by a series of burst signals comprising five cycles of sine wave 
with the Hanning window envelope. The diffused Lamb wave field has been used for impact damage detection 
in the these investigations. Therefore analysed Lamb wave field included not only reflections from damage but 
also reflections form geometrical boundaries. The plate was then scanned using a laser vibrometer. Figure 8 
shows experimental arrangements used in this damage detection test together with the monitored specimen. 
Peak-to-peak and RMS amplitudes of averaged Lamb wave responses were analysed. Figure 9 shows damage 
detection results. The amplitude contour plot obtained from Lamb wave responses clearly reveals delamination 
in the analysed composite plate. 
  

  
  (a)     (b) 

Figure 8. Laser vibrometry for impact damage detection based on Lamb waves: (a) experimental 
arrangements; (b) composite specimen 

 

  
Figure 9. Lamb wave amplitude contour plot revealing impact damage in the analysed composite plate 

 
Composite Repair Monitoring Using Vibrothermography 
 
Once damage is detected blades are disassembled and often shipped to specialises composite repair facilities. 
Although, various in-situ approaches have been investigated and used for this procedure [29], composite repair 
monitoring remains one of the most important issues in wind turbine maintenance. Usually visual inspection is 
performed to guarantee quality of repair and structural integrity of repair areas when structures are under 
operation.  Ultrasonic vibrothermography can be used in-situ repair monitoring, as illustrated in this section.  



Vibrothermography, also known as thermosonics, sonic IR or ultrasonic thermography is a special deployment 
of active thermography that uses mechanical vibration excitation (Maladague, 2001; Pieczonka et al, 2012). 
Excitation signal can be applied in various forms; the most popular being the ultrasound burst thermography, 
lock-in thermography and continuous thermography (Shepard et al, 2004; Busse, 2010). In ultrasound burst 
thermography, as shown in Figure 10, a burst ultrasonic signal is applied to the transducer to induce stress 
waves in a tested structure. Periodic stress waves propagating in a tested structure cause frictional sliding at 
discontinuities (e.g. delaminations, fatigue cracks) and therefore the conversion of mechanical energy into 
thermal energy generating heat. Thus, the heat source in vibrothermography, unlike in other thermographic 
techniques, is the discontinuity itself, which makes the identification of defects simpler. Heat generated at 
discontinuities propagates to the surface where temperature change is measured by a sensitive infrared camera. 
Typical infrared cameras that are used for this type of tests measure electromagnetic radiation in the Medium 
Wavelength Infrared (MWIR) spectrum, i.e. from 2.5 to 5 µm. Diagnostic information is evaluated from the 
acquired data by means of customized image processing algorithms. 
 

 
Figure 10. Ultrasound burst thermography 

 
Experimental testing of the developed prototype has been performed in order to find optimal ranges of 
operational parameters (Pieczonka et al, 2012). Multiple tests have been performed on different test specimens 
using both stationary and mobile versions of the developed system. Hardware platform and software procedures 
had to be verified on laboratory test specimens with known damage parameters, before the procedures could be 
applied for damage detection in real working conditions. Composite plate made of carbon epoxy prepreg has 
been used as a test case (see Figure 11). The plate has been damaged using a low velocity impact event. The 
result was a matrix and fiber cracking in the vicinity of the impact location. 
 

Carbon epoxy prepreg
950-GF3-5h-1000

Overall dimensions [488 x 588 mm]

4 plies [0,45,-45,0]
Total thickness 1.2 mm

excitation

damage

 
Figure 11. Analyzed composite test specimen 

 
The field of view of the infrared camera was set to the upper left corner of the plate where the defect was 
located. The plate was excited in a lower left corner i.e. on the diagonal from damage. Excitation location was 
on the other side than the field of view. An example of the sample thermal image of the damaged area of the 
plate, acquired during vibrothermographic test is shown in Figure 11. A star shaped marker indicates the 
location for which the subsequent comparisons have been performed. Image processing - as implemented in the 
developed software framework - have been used for subsequent analyses. Implemented thermal images 
processing can be used to estimate sizes and localizations defects in the tested component. Advanced processing 
of image data could be used for further diagnostics and monitoring algorithms and application (Pieczonka et al, 
2012). Tested procedure has been applied for damage detection in a composite wind turbine blade. The results 
shown in Figure 13 indicate disbonding of the repair patch in the skin of the glass composite blade. 
 



  

  

 
Figure 12. Thermal image of damaged area 

 

 
Figure 13. Thermographic image of the composite blade tip 

 
DAMAGE DETECTION IN COMPOSITE STRUCTURES USING NONLINEAR ACOUSTICS 
 

Nonlinear Acoustics 
 
The majority of ultrasonic damage detection methods are based on linear phenomena. Recent years have shown 
a considerable growth of interest in nonlinear damage detection approaches. It is widely acknowledged that 
various damage-related nonlinear phenomena are quite sensitive when used for damage detection. Nonlinear 
acoustics is particularly attractive to detect contact-type damage such as fatigue cracks in metals or 
delaminations in composites.. Various methods based on nonlinear acoustics have been developed for damage 
detection. Classical methods that utilise higher harmonics generation or frequency shifting are well established 
and used for many years for material testing. More recently new, non-classical approaches have been proposed. 
These methods are based on slow dynamics, frequency mixing and various approaches based on wave 
modulation. All these methods utilize different nonlinear phenomena that are relatively weak in undamaged and 
remarkably pronounced in damage components.  It is important to note that physical mechanisms leading to 
non-linear behavior are often complex. The classic theory of elasticity explains well higher harmonic generation 
due to the nonlinear form of Hook’s law describing the relationship between stress and strain. Non-classical 
approaches are often more difficult to explain and various theories have been proposed, as reviewed in (Broda et 
al, 2013). Nevertheless many practical approaches based on nonlinear acoustics have been used for structural 
damage detection. The majority of these applications relates to crack detection in metallic materials. The method 
based on vibro-acoustic wave modulation is one of the most widely used techniques. Applications of this 
method to damage detection in composite structures include analysis of impact damage detection in plates 
(Zumpano and Meo, 2007; Aymerich and Staszewski, 2010a; Aymerich and Staszewski, 2010b; Polimeno et al, 
2010) and sandwich composite panels (Meo and Zumpano, 2005; Zumpano and Meo, 2008; Klepka et al, 2013) 
The combined vibro-acoustic interaction of a high-frequency ultrasonic wave and a low-frequency vibration 
excitation in the presence of damage is demonstrated in this paper, following previous research investigations in 
(Aymerich and Staszewski, 2010b). Both excitation signals are introduced to the monitored structure 
simultaneously, as illustrated in Figure 14. In theory when the structure is intact, the spectrum of the signal 
response contains only two frequency components associated with high- and low-frequency excitation. When 
the structure is damaged, ultrasonic waves are modulated by vibration signals. As a result, power spectra of 
signal responses contain additionally modulation sidebands.  The frequencies of these sidebands are equal to 

                (5) 
where  is the frequency of the n-th (n =1, 2, 3, …, n ) sideband,  is the frequency of acoustic wave and 

 is the frequency of modal excitation. The presence of sidebands and their amplitude indicate possible 



damage and its severity, respectively. It is important to note that often modulation sidebands can be observed in 
undamaged specimen due to intrinsic (e.g. material) nonlinearities. However the amplitude of these sidebands 
increases significantly when damage is present in the structure.  
 
 

  
Figure 14. Nonlinear vibro–acoustic wave modulation: a) undamaged structure b) damaged structure 

 
Damage Detection in Composites Using Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulations 
 
A composite plate was tested for impact damage. The plate was instrumented with one low-profile piezoceramic 
actuator for high-frequency ultrasonic wave generation. Low-frequency modal excitation (frequency equal to 77 
Hz) was introduced to the plate using an electromagnetic shaker. The low-frequency excitation was selected to 
coincide with one of the fundamental natural frequencies of the structure. The high-frequency ultrasonic wave 
(frequency equal to 17.65 kHz) was simultaneously introduced to the composite plate. Figure 15 shows the 
results. The plate is damaged a clear pattern of sidebands can be observed in the power spectrum. 
    

 
(a)              (b) 

Figure 15. Nonlinear vibro–acoustic wave modulation results for the composite plate: (a) undamaged plate; (b) 
plate with delamination 

 
COINTEGRATION APPROACH FOR STRUCTURAL DAMAGE DETECTION 
 

Non-Stationarity, Data Trends and Cointegration 
 
Sensor data used for damage detection usually require refining before any analysis. Often data points exhibit 
non-stationary behaviour. Various types of non-stationary processes can be distinguished in practice. Impulses 
in harmonic vibration from gearboxes are somehow desired non-stationary features that can be used for fault 
detection. Data drifts and trends are common types of undesired non-stationarities. Low-frequency drifts can be 
removed relatively easy using statistical regression. Unknown trends - caused for example by environmental and 
operational conditions - are very difficult to remove. These trends often mask damage-related features in 
analysed signals. For example., it is well known that Lamb wave propagation in monitored structures  is 
severely affected by temperature changes. Since the majority of Lamb wave based damage detection procedures 
rely on baseline measurements it is very difficult to find whether signal changes are caused by damage or by 
temperature. Therefore, compensation for trends - caused for example by temperature or load variation is 
important to develop methods that are sensitive only to damage but insensitive to other effects. This problem - 
discussed in (Dao and Staszewski, 2013) - is particularly relevant to wind turbines that generally operate under 
non-stationary (operational-environmental) conditions.  
Various approaches can be used to compensate for undesired effects in the data. The method of cointegration – 
developed originally from the field of econometrics (Engle and Granger, 1987) – has been proposed recently in 
process engineering for abnormality detection (Chen et al, 2009) and in structural damage detection for the 



removal of temperature effect from bridge vibration data and Lamb wave responses (Cross and Worden, 2011; 
Cross et al, 2011; Dao and Staszewski, 2013). The major idea used in these investigations is based on the 
concept of stationarity. Monitored variables are cointegrated to create a cointegrating residual whose stationarity 
represents normal condition. Then any departure from stationarity can indicate that monitored structures no 
longer operate under normal condition. Stationary processes. A non-stationary signal can become stationary 
when the process of differencing is performed. A non-stationary times series time series ty  modelled as the 
first-order Auto-Regressive process )1(AR , i.e.  

ttt yy εφ += −1                                                                                    (6) 
where tε  is an independent Gaussian white noise process with zero mean, where ϕ defines the type of non-
stationarity. When 1=φ , Equation (1) yields 

tttt yyy ε=−=∆ −1       (7)  
This clearly shows that, the first difference is a stationary time series (i.e. white noise process). Therefore the 
time series ty  is an integrated series of order 1, denoted )1(I . The consequence is that a non-stationary )1(I  
time series becomes a stationary )0(I  time series after the first difference. In a similar way, a non-stationary 

)2(I  time series would require differencing twice to induce a stationary )0(I  time series. Following this, a time 
series is cointegrated if there exists (at least) a linear combination of them that is stationary or has the )0(I  
status. This linear combination is known as a cointegrating residual. Previous research work in s (Chen et al, 
2007; Cross and Worden, 2011; Cross et al, 2011; Dao and Staszewski, 2013) shows that cointegration residuals 
can be used  not only to remove trends from data but also to detect damage.  
 
Data Trend Removal and Fatigue Crack Detection 
 
Following the work presented in (Dao and Staszewski, 2013) this section presents one example demonstrating 
how damage detection can be performed using Lamb wave data corrupted by trends due to temperature. Lamb 
wave responses were gathered from an aluminium plate with a seeded damage. The seeded damage was a 1 mm 
hole drilled in the middle of the plate. The plate was exposed to various temperatures in the range between 35 
and 700C. This was sufficient to corrupt the data in such a way that features related to damage and features 
related to temperature were mixed when a number of different signal processing tools were used to detect 
damage. Clearly the effects of damage and temperature on Lamb wave responses were undistinguishable. This 
can be seen in Figure 16 where Lamb wave responses for two different damage conditions (i.e. undamaged plate 
and plate with a hole) for two extreme temperatures investigated (i.e. 35 and 700C) are presented. Changes in 
signal amplitudes and different distribution of wave packages can be observed.  Cointegration residual were 
obtained from the Lamb wave data. Figure 17 shows examples of the first three cointegration residuals for the 
undamaged and damaged plate. These results were obtained for temperature equal to 700C. However, it is 
important to note that the results for the most corrupted (by 700C temperature) data are quite representative for 
the entire database investigated. Clear trends can be observed in the cointegrated data in Figure 17b. This effect 
distinguishes the damaged plate from the undamaged plate.  
 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 16. Examples of Lamb wave responses corrupted by temperature: (a) undamaged plate; (b) damaged 
plated 

 



 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 17. Examples of the first three cointegration residuals: (a) undamaged plate; (b) damaged plated 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The paper has demonstrated how non-classical approaches and methods - originally developed in other research 
fields - can be applied successfully for damage detection. Various examples related to monitoring of wind 
turbine have been presented. In some cases methods applied offer an alternative solution to a difficult problem. 
The results are often better than the results obtained using well-established methods. In other cases the problem 
investigated has been solved successfully using a non-classical approach; no alternative, reliable solution has 
been offered to solve this problem. It is anticipated that the work presented will stimulate more research in this 
area. 
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